The 'Master Schedule Report' is the most commonly-used report within the app.
- Entire Master Schedule is displayed on one page.
- Easy-to-read visual grid of the Master Schedule.
- Use when timetabling.
- Use throughout the year when counseling students - easy to see new timetable possibilities for students.
- Use throughout the year to analyze averages and trouble-spots.

When Timetabling
There are numerous other reports within the app which support the Timetabling process:
- Teacher Linear Report
- Room Linear Report
- Master Schedule by Department
- Master Schedule by Pathway
- Master Schedule showing Capacity
- Master Schedule showing Available Seats
- Master Schedule showing Simulated Load
- Reports highlighting trouble-spots, overages
- Reconciliation reports - total sections loaded, balance by semester etc.
- and many more

All data for the app is extracted from the 'Master Schedule by Course Section Report'.
A few mouse-clicks. The process takes less than 30 seconds.
No user data entry is required.
(This sample data reflects a school of approx 850 students. A larger school would require two pages for the Master Schedule Report.)
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Easy to see Semester Balance.
In this case, 134 sections in each Semester.

Footnotes explain symbols etc.